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ABSTRACT

Homologous recombination forms and resolves an
entangled DNA Holliday Junction (HJ) crucial for
achieving genetic reshuffling and genome repair.
To maintain genomic integrity, specialized resolvase
enzymes cleave the entangled DNA into two dis-
crete DNA molecules. However, it is unclear how
two similar stacking isomers are distinguished, and
how a cognate sequence is found and recognized to
achieve accurate recombination. We here use single-
molecule fluorescence observation and cluster anal-
ysis to examine how prototypic bacterial resolvase
RuvC singles out two of the four HJ strands and
achieves sequence-specific cleavage. We find that
RuvC first exploits, then constrains the dynamics of
intrinsic HJ isomer exchange at a sampled branch
position to direct cleavage toward the catalytically
competent HJ conformation and sequence, thus con-
trolling recombination output at minimal energetic
cost. Our model of rapid DNA scanning followed by
‘snap-locking’ of a cognate sequence is strikingly
consistent with the conformational proofreading of
other DNA-modifying enzymes.

INTRODUCTION

The Holliday Junction (HJ) is a topologically constrained
four-way DNA junction formed during homologous re-
combination, an evolutionarily conserved process widely
used across cellular life for reshuffling genetic informa-
tion, rescuing broken replication forks, and repairing DNA
strand breaks (1–5). At the penultimate stage of homolo-
gous recombination, resolving the HJ is required to restore
the entangled four-way DNA junction into two discrete
DNA molecules. Accurate resolution of the two appropri-
ate edges of the HJ is crucial for the desired crossover or

non-crossover recombination output (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1a). In Gram-negative bacteria such as Escherichia
coli, HJ resolution is carried out by endonuclease RuvC,
a well-studied, prototypical resolvase with extremely high
topology and sequence specificity (6–8). To achieve site-
specific resolution, the HJ needs to be correctly positioned
at the catalytic site (Supplementary Figure S1b) through
branch migration of the junction, which occurs either spon-
taneously or catalyzed by the RuvAB complex (9,10). A ho-
modimer of RuvC can bind an HJ independently of RuvAB
(11–13) to introduce two interdependent nicks via a two-
Mg2+ catalytic mechanism (7,14,15).

Substrate specificity is an important feature shared
among HJ resolvases across organisms (16). Numerous
in vitro studies with synthetic DNA strands have shown
that the eventual resolution of HJs by RuvC involves both
structure- and sequence-specific contacts. Even though in-
trinsic conformational exchange between two alternatively
stacked, X-shaped conformational isomers (iso-I and iso-II)
(17–20) repeatedly modulates the sequences on the contin-
uous and bent DNA strands, RuvC recognizes an HJ struc-
turally but independently of sequence; only junction cleav-
age is strictly sequence-specific. These observations suggest
that screening of the consensus sequence by RuvC may in-
volve sampling dynamic signatures among rapidly exchang-
ing HJ isomers. Interestingly, in a recent study Zhou et al.
demonstrated that binding of RuvC to a HJ does not ar-
rest these intrinsic fluctuations (21). In fact, the bound
RuvC disengages some of its multivalent contacts to al-
low the HJ to undergo nearly unimpeded conformer ex-
change as well as branch migration, by partially dissociat-
ing from the HJ (PD ‘state’ or complex) (21). This impor-
tant insight was achieved upon suppressing cleavage by us-
ing Ca2+ instead of Mg2+ and by not including the cognate
cleavage sequence, both strict requirements for RuvC medi-
ated cleavage. Therefore, it has remained unclear how RuvC
achieves its remarkable cleavage specificity for the cognate
5′-ATT↓X-3′ sequence (X = G/C; ↓= cleavage site) to en-
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sure proper control over chromosome segregation (6,8,22–
24). Prior investigations using bulk fluorescence techniques,
X-ray crystallography, electrophoretic mobility shift as-
says, and computational simulations showed that RuvC dis-
torts the junction at the crossover point (Supplementary
Figure S1b), possibly including protein-assisted base flip-
ping, and resolves the junction by introducing two sym-
metric nicks on the continuous strands 3′ of the thymine
residues (11,12,14,15,25). However, since the HJ undergoes
rapid conformational fluctuation between two isomers in
the presence of both divalent metal ions and resolvase,
an important conundrum is the dynamic mechanism by
which RuvC discriminates between the two similar junc-
tion topologies of iso-I and iso-II with differing junction se-
quences to choose a catalytically competent conformation.

Here, we leverage single-molecule Förster resonance en-
ergy transfer (smFRET) to investigate the dynamic interac-
tion of E. coli RuvC with an HJ that can be cleaved and thus
leads to sequence-specific junction resolution. Instead of fo-
cusing on the previously characterized binding properties of
RuvC to the unimpeded HJ dynamics (21), our work aims
to dissect how the HJ-RuvC complex advances to cleavage
upon recognition of a cleavage-active sequence. First, we
confirm that the resolvase binds both cleavage-incompetent
(iso-I) and –competent (iso-II) conformations, wherein the
cognate sequences reside on the two bent and continuous
(i.e. non-crossover) strands, respectively (Figure 1A). Con-
sistent with the report by Zhou et al. (21) we observe that
RuvC interferes little with the conformational isomeriza-
tion of the HJ, corroborating the formation of a PD com-
plex by the enzyme.

Second, we discover that RuvC in fact takes advantage of
these intrinsic HJ conformational and branch migration dy-
namics to find and then kinetically trap the catalytically ac-
tive conformation through transition from fluctuations be-
tween iso-I, iso-II and a partially open state to fluctuations
between only iso-II and the partially open state. These dy-
namic transitions are observed exclusively when RuvC acts
on its cognate cleavage sequence in the presence of Mg2+.
Based on these findings, we propose an expanded model
wherein RuvC exploits the inherent HJ dynamics until the
cognate sequence enters its active site through branch mi-
gration, in turn inducing a snap-lock conformational switch
of the DNA-protein complex that helps RuvC achieve its
high sequence specificity at low energetic cost. Our findings
underscore the role of the cognate sequence in inducing the
protein to lock the HJ into a cleavage competent conforma-
tion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

HJ preparation

HPLC purified oligonucleotides of the following sequences
(see Supplementary Table S1) were bought from Inte-
grated DNA Technologies (IDT) and were used for single-
molecule and bulk experiments without further purifica-
tion. HJxh

R junctions were prepared by mixing the B and
H strands and X and R strands separately at 2:1 ratios in
20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, and 500 mM NaCl, annealed by
heating to 70◦C and slow (∼0.5◦C/min) cooling to 30◦C.
The concentrations of strand B, H, X, and R were 2, 1, 2 and

1 �M respectively. At 30◦C, these two annealing mixtures
were combined and slowly (∼0.5◦C/min) cooled to 4◦C.
Assembled junctions were stored at 4◦C until further use.
A simple simulation of complex formation using the soft-
ware package NUPACK (http://www.nupack.org/) is sum-
marized in Supplementary Table S3 to emphasize formation
of major complexes.

Protein Purification

Recombinant E. coli RuvC was purchased from Abcam
(ab63828, >90 % SDS-PAGE pure) and used for all exper-
iments. All concentrations used here refer to the monomer,
which forms homo-dimers.

smFRET assay

Cleaned optical quartz slides and glass coverslips were used
to prepare imaging chambers. Surfaces were passivated with
a mixture of polyethylene-glycol (PEG) and biotinylated
polyethylene-glycol (Laysan Bio.) to prevent nonspecific
surface absorption of the biomolecules. The details of sur-
face passivation and construction of microfluidic channel
are described elsewhere (26,27). Additionally, the cham-
bers were incubated with 10 mg/ml BSA to further re-
duce nonspecific surface binding of RuvC by coating any
sticky patches on the PEG-surface. Fluorescently labeled
HJs were immobilized on the biotin-PEG surface through
biotin-streptavidin interactions. 100–200 pM biotinylated
HJ prepared in 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, without Mg2+ was
added for surface immobilization. Excess HJs were washed
away by injecting a wash buffer containing 20 mM Tris–
HCl, pH 8.0, and 0.1 mg/ml BSA without the HJs. Titra-
tion experiments were performed in 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH
8.0, and at 5, 10 or 25 mM Mg2+. An oxygen scavenger
system (OSS) comprised of 50 nM protocatechuate-3,4-
dioxygenase (PCD), 5 mM protocatechuic acid (PCA), and
2 mM 6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic
acid (Trolox) was used to minimize both photobleaching
and blinking of the fluorophores. 400 nM RuvC was added
at the same ionic and pH conditions for protein binding and
cleavage experiments. The smFRET experiments were car-
ried out at room temperature unless otherwise mentioned.

smFRET data acquisition using TIRFM

Prism-based total internal reflection fluorescence mi-
croscopy (TIRFM) was used to acquire smFRET data as
described (27,28). Briefly, a 532 nm green laser from Laser
Quantum and a 638 nm red laser from Coherent were
used to excite Cy3 and Cy5, respectively. Fluorescence was
collected by using a 60× 1.2NA water immersion objec-
tive (Olympus UplanoApo). The fluorescence was divided
into two channels (donor and acceptor) by using appropri-
ate dichroic mirrors and projected onto two Hamamatsu
Flash4.0-V3 sCMOS cameras. The data collection was per-
formed using a LabView based data acquisition code. The
typical data collection time was ∼30–40 s at 40 ms time reso-
lution. Typically, the OSS was pre-incubated for 5 min to re-
move molecular oxygen before data acquisition was started.
175–200 mW green laser power was used to elicit sufficient
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Figure 1. Holliday junction design to observe conformational dynamics by smFRET. (A) Schematic and sequence of the HJxh
R design. The nucleotides

highlighted in yellow represent the cognate cleavage sequence for RuvC. The nucleotides highlighted in gray represent the region of the junction that can
potentially branch migrate due to sequence homology. The brown arrows indicate the cleavage sites. The 5′ ends of the r, x and b-strand are labeled with
biotin, Cy5 and Cy3, respectively. (B) Schematic of our smFRET assay under TIRF illumination to monitor the dynamics of HJxh

R molecules. The HJ
transitions between two isomeric states iso-I and iso-II. The cognate sequences are shown in yellow in the bent, cleavage-incompetent iso-I and continuous,
cleavage-competent iso-II strands. (C) Single molecule FRET probability distribution of HJ7

nR in presence of 5 mM Mg2+. (D) Single molecule FRET
histogram of HJxh

R construct in presence of 5 mM Mg2+. (E) Representative single-molecule time trajectory showing donor (green) and acceptor (red)
intensity in the top panel, FRET (blue) and HMM fitted to the data (magenta) in the bottom panel of HJ7

nR. (F) Representative single-molecule time
trajectory showing donor (green) and acceptor (red) intensity in the top panel, FRET (blue) and HMM fitted to the data (magenta) in the bottom panel
of HJxh

R. Fast transitions highlighted in gray are attributed to conformer exchange at a different branchpoint position. Representative cartoons indicate
the conformational states associated with particular FRET values.

emission photons at this high time resolution. At the end of
data collection, Cy5 was directly excited using the 638 nm
laser (∼100 mW) to confirm the presence of the Cy5 dye.

Analysis of smFRET data

A MATLAB based analysis script was used to generate in-
tensity time traces from the recorded movies for further
detailed kinetic analysis. Dwell times in different FRET
states (EFRET) were extracted from smFRET time traces by
using hidden Markov models (HMM) fitted within QuB
(29). The HMM fitted curves were used further to con-
struct FRET probability distributions and Transition Oc-
cupancy Density Plots (TODPs) using home-built MAT-
LAB codes (29). OriginPro was used for multi-peak fitting
of the FRET probability distributions, which represent nor-
malized frame-by-frame FRET values of all FRET trajec-
tories in a given dataset. By contrast, TODPs capture the
interconversion between pairs of FRET states as a two-

dimensional heat map of final versus initial FRET state,
weighted by the fraction of molecules displaying that par-
ticular transition. Highly reversible conformational transi-
tions between distinguishable states appear as peak pairs
that are symmetric relative to the main diagonal, whereas
populations on the diagonal represent molecules that do
not undergo any conformational transitions within the ob-
servation time window (29). To calculate transition rate
constants between distinguished states, all dwell times in
a particular FRET state are extracted across trajectories
contributing to that population in the TODP by pooling
transition times from a user specified region (see Supple-
mentary Figure S10) using a home-built MATLAB code.
This approach separates the dwell times of different path-
ways based on the initial and final FRET states visited.
Thus, the extracted rate constant for a particular transi-
tion is not contaminated by other transitions. A cumula-
tive frequency histogram of these dwells times is then fit-
ted using OriginPro with the single-exponential function
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y(t) = y0 + A(1 − ekt), where y0 is the offset (if any), A is
the amplitude and k is the rate constant. Cumulative fre-
quency representations of dwell times are particularly useful
for estimating the number of possible rate constants present
in the system, which in turn represents the number of in-
terconverting species (30–32). Of note, accurate determina-
tion of rate constants from non-cumulative frequency his-
tograms requires large datasets since for smaller datasets it
becomes sensitive to the bin size. By contrast, in our cumu-
lative frequency distributions each data point is given equal
weight, which makes the analysis less susceptible to binning
artefacts.

Gel based cleavage assays

We titrated different concentrations of RuvC into pre-
formed HJ in cleavage buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, pH-8, 20
mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1mM DTT, 0.1mg/ml BSA, 10
mM or 5 mM MgCl2 or CaCl2) at 37◦C or RT as speci-
fied. The reaction was quenched by adding EDTA and gel
loading buffer, then denatured by heating at 90◦C for 10
min. The samples were analyzed by 15% denaturing urea-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in standard 1x TAE
buffer (gel loading buffer (1×): 1× TAE buffer, 45% for-
mamide, 0.005% Bromophenol Blue) run at 25 W constant
power for ∼3 h. Each of the four strands of HJxh

R are 20 nt
long. If the junction is resolved by RuvC, 10 nt long pieces
will be generated. Our analysis of HJxh

R cleavage showed
the intact 20-nt band and the 10 nt cleavage product (Fig-
ure 2A, Supplementary Figure S6). To rule out non-specific
degradation of the DNA, we also scanned the gel for the
Cy3 dye, which by design represents a non-cleavable strand.
As expected, the Cy3 scan shows only one band, matching
the 20-nt length. A cleavage reaction isotherm curve fit us-
ing a Michaelis–Menten equation resulted in a half-titration
RuvC1/2 value of ∼66 nM.

To determine kinetic parameters, we performed a time
course of the cleavage reaction. The reaction under the
experimental conditions of 10 mM Mg2+ at 37◦C, 5 mM
Mg2+ at 37◦C, 10 mM Mg2+ at room temperature (RT), 5
mM Mg2+ at RT, or 10 mM Ca2+ at 37◦C was quenched
at specific time points and loaded onto a denaturing gel
as above. Quantification of the gel image yielded a cleav-
age reaction time course, the data of which were fitted with
single-exponential functions (y(t) = y0 + A(1 − ekt)) to ex-
tract rate constants. We found that the 10 mM Mg2+ at 37◦C
condition yielded the most significant cleavage, while 5 mM
Mg2+ at RT and 10 mM Ca2+ at 37◦C showed very little to
no cleavage, suggesting that the reaction temperature, salt
concentration, and counter ion type all have significant ef-
fects on RuvC-mediated HJ cleavage.

Single molecule cleavage assay

The cleavage sites in HJxh
R are designed such that the Cy5

labeled DNA strand will remain bound to the surface via
its hybridization to the biotinylated r-strand, while the Cy3
labeled b strand will leave the surface upon cleavage. The
microscope slide was imaged in the microscope at the begin-
ning of the experiment. 400 nM RuvC was then introduced
to the sample chamber and the slide kept at 37◦C for 1 h

Figure 2. Holliday junction cleavage by RuvC. (A) Superimposed Cy3
(green) and Cy5 (red) scans of a denaturing urea–polyacrylamide gel show-
ing RuvC-mediated cleavage of HJxh

R in the presence of varying concen-
trations of RuvC (0, 50, 100, 200 and 400 nM respectively from lanes 3–
7). The top bands represent the full-length 20-nt-long DNA; the bottom
bands are the cleaved 10-nt-long DNA product. The schematics on the
right-hand side represent the relative length of DNA corresponding to each
band. The Cy3-labeled b strand is not cleaved due to the absence of a cleav-
age sequence. (B) Quantification of cleavage using a single molecule assay.
Normalized ratios of number of colocalized Cy3–Cy5 spots and number of
all Cy5 spots before and after cleavage were calculated to estimate the frac-
tion of cleaved HJs regardless of slide to slide variation in the number of
initial HJ molecules. The fraction of resolved HJs are plotted for the pres-
ence and absence of RuvC. Without RuvC, this ratio remains close to zero.
In the presence of 10 mM Mg2+ and 400 nM RuvC incubated at 37◦C for
1 h, this ratio becomes 0.40±0.05, representing RuvC-mediated cleavage.
The inset shows a schematic of the experiment before and after cleavage in
the presence of RuvC. (C) Quantitative analysis of a time course of RuvC-
mediated cleavage of HJxh

R under varying conditions as indicated, at 400
nM RuvC. Saturation curves are fit to the data. As expected, the fraction of
HJxh

R molecules cleaved by RuvC decreases with decreasing temperature
and decreasing Mg2+ concentration.
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for the cleavage reaction to occur. After 1 h, the microscope
slide was imaged under the same imaging conditions as be-
fore. As a control we performed the same experiment where
no RuvC was introduced to the slide. We calculated the ratio
of the number of colocalized Cy3/Cy5 spots and the num-
ber of all Cy5 spots as a measure of how many HJs are intact
in our imaging conditions at time zero and after the cleav-
age reaction. The change is normalized by the initial ratio
to compensate for slide-to-slide variability, as follows:

Fraction of cleaved HJ

=

(
# Colocali zed Spots

# All Cy5 Spots

)
t0

−
(

# Colocali zed Spots
# All Cy5 Spots

)
tT(

# Colocali zed Spots
# All Cy5 Spots

)
t0

While in the presence of RuvC we found evidence for
∼40% cleavage, in the control measurements we saw little
to no change in the ratios. A slightly negative value for the
fraction in the control measurement is found as the change
in the number of molecules and the number of colocaliza-
tions is extremely small. As a result, we also have a high
error bar. In light of this error, we conclude that this small
negative value is well within the range of observational er-
ror of the experiment and may arise from loss of a few Cy3
molecules due to excess slight photobleaching or degrada-
tion of the DNA.

Fano factor calculation

The Fano factor is defined as, = σ 2
T

μT
, where σ 2

T is the vari-
ance and μT is the mean of a random process in some time
window ‘T’. The Fano factor is a measure of the reliability
with which the random variable could be estimated from
a time window that on average contains several random
events. For a Poisson process, the theoretical Fano factor
is exactly one. However, due to experimental variability in
the event sequence for an experimental Poisson process, the
Fano factor asymptotically follows a gamma distribution
with dependence on the number of observations of event
counts (in our case, FRET transitions) (33). As a rule of
thumb, any variability in the event or spike train of a Pois-
son process is considered to be within error if the Fano
factor falls within a 95% confidence window around the
expected value of one (34). Here, we calculated Fano fac-
tors for datasets measured at 5 mM Mg2+ only, and the
(iso-I↔Op)R and (iso-II↔Op)R segments of the mixed R-
cluster traces over time windows of 1.25, 2.5, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10
s. We observed that the 5 mM Mg2+ only and (iso-I↔Op)R
segment data deviated from a pure Poisson process, whereas
the (iso-II↔Op)R segments displayed Poisson process be-
havior regardless of the time window.

Single molecule cluster analysis

To identify and visualize the various behavioral patterns
in the smFRET trace data, single molecule cluster analysis
(SiMCAn) was performed in MATLAB as described in de-
tail elsewhere (35,36). Briefly, first-round clustering to iden-
tify common patterns of trace behavior was performed as
follows: The SiMCAn FRET processing.m script was used

to reassign the HMM-idealized FRET state values for each
trace into 10 evenly spaced bins (centered at 0.05, 0.15, 0.25,
. . . , 0.95). Re-binned data files from all conditions were ana-
lyzed using SiMCAn Process HMM data.m file. The num-
ber of dynamic clusters (4) was chosen empirically to maxi-
mize the inter-cluster and minimize the intra-cluster differ-
ences and a hierarchical cluster tree was generated. Addi-
tional output plots for all identified dynamic clusters were
generated using the same MATLAB script. Further seg-
mentation of the ‘mixed’ traces so identified into early and
late phases considered the trace from five seconds prior to
the transition from pairwise iso-IR↔OpR to pairwise iso-
IIR↔OpR dynamics, whereas the late phase considers the
trace from the transition point to five second after.

Description of each cluster

To elaborate, clusters S1, S2 and S3 in Supplementary Fig-
ure S10 represent buffer-only behaviors and R (purple) rep-
resents RuvC-HJ complex behavior (as mentioned in the di-
agram). The red, cyan, green and purple colors assigned
to S1, S2, S3 and R, respectively, do not carry any mer-
its other than visual aid. There are only subtle differences
between the FRET states of the salt-like clusters S1, S2
and S3. In our experiments, the three S-clusters may rep-
resent HJs at different branch migration positions of the
central homology region. Regardless, the main purpose of
utilizing SiMCAn is to help decouple the dynamics of HJ-
only molecules from those of HJ-RuvC complexes. Accord-
ingly, we assigned clusters S1–S3 as RuvC-unbound pop-
ulations based on the observation that these clusters con-
tain molecules predominantly from conditions where either
RuvC is absent or not cleavage active.

We further performed a second layer of SiMCAn analy-
sis on cluster R, after segmenting its traces into early and
late phases relative to the time of switching from the iso-
IR↔OpR↔iso-IIR dynamics to the pairwise iso-IIR↔OpR
dynamics. Trace segments become grouped into four dis-
tinct clusters, Cl-1 and Cl-2 for the early phases and Cl-3
and Cl-4 for the late phases (Supplementary Figure S14a).
The only differences between Cl-1 and Cl-2 on the one hand
and Cl-3 and Cl-4 on the other are slight variations in FRET
values, as could be caused by different HJxh

R branch posi-
tions or minor experimental variations. Thus Cl-1 and Cl-2
both are colored Red and Yellow, respectively. Similarly, Cl-
3 and Cl-4 are colored Cyan and Blue, respectively. At this
juncture, we wish to reiterate that these color codes do not
carry any scientific value but serve as visual aids.

Cross-correlation analysis

The cross-correlation functions between the donor and
acceptor fluorescence intensities were calculated for HJs
showing a transition from early phase to late phase using
the following equation:

Ccross (t) = 〈δID (0) δIA (t)〉
〈δID (0) δIA (0)〉 , where δI (t) = I (t) − 〈I (t)〉

The average cross-correlations for early and late
phases were calculated separately and fitted with double-
exponential functions. The cross-correlation analysis for
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HJxh
R showed an overall slower dynamics in the late phase

compared to the early phase.

RESULTS

Branch migration occurs in a HJ with cognate cleavage se-
quence

Although the initial recognition of a HJ by RuvC is inde-
pendent of the junction sequence, we hypothesized that dif-
ferences in HJ conformational dynamics may be exploited
by the resolvase as a cue to distinguish an HJ with cognate
sequence from one without. As central homology is an ad-
ditional requirement for efficient HJ cleavage by RuvC, we
chose an HJ sequence that comprises the resolvase’s cog-
nate sequence within 5 base pairs of sequence homology
and positioned for optimal cleavage activity (22) across the
junction on the x- and h-strands (HJxh

R, Resolvable, Fig-
ure 1A). As a control, we selected a previously particularly
well-studied HJ that contains neither the cleavable cognate
sequence nor the central homology and hence is neither re-
solvable by RuvC (HJ7

nR, non-Resolvable) nor allows for
branch migration (19,21) (i.e. is ‘immobile’; see Supplemen-
tary Table S1 for the DNA sequences). Cyanine-3 (Cy3,
donor) and Cyanine-5 (Cy5, acceptor) dyes on two arms
of the HJ allow us to monitor the conformational dynam-
ics using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) based
smFRET (Figure 1B), as exploited for other HJs (19,20,37–
39) (Supplementary Figure S2). First, we measured the con-
formational dynamics of single HJxh

R molecules under dif-
ferent divalent metal ion concentrations (without RuvC
present). Consistent with previous reports on HJ dynamics
(19,20,37–39), in the presence of either Mg2+ or Ca2+ HJxh

R

undergoes fast dynamic transitions between the two stacked
isomeric conformers (19,20,37–39) iso-I and iso-II of high
(EFRET = 0.65±0.12) and low (EFRET = 0.21±0.11) FRET
efficiency, respectively (Figure 1C–F, and Supplementary
Figure S2). The interconversion rate constants of kI→II =
2.8 ± 0.3 s–1 and kII→I = 4.0 ± 0.4 s–1 at 5 mM Mg2+ de-
crease gradually with increasing Mg2+ concentration (Sup-
plementary Table S2, Figure S3). When Mg2+ was replaced
with Ca2+, only slightly slower kinetics were observed, indi-
cating that HJxh

R shows similar two-state isomerization dy-
namics in Mg2+ or Ca2+ as other HJs (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4) (19,20,37–39), with a slight (60%:40%) iso-I:iso-II
bias dictated largely by the junction sequence (37,40).

Notably, variations in the FRET dynamics of HJxh
R over

time were detected by visual inspection (Figure 1F). Impor-
tantly. while our migration-immobile control HJ7

nR shows
comparable counter-ion dependent dynamics (Figure 1C,
E) and interconversion rate constants (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5) with a 35%:65% iso-I (EFRET = 0.54 ± 0.08):iso-II
(EFRET = 0.17 ± 0.09) population ratio, similar to previ-
ous observations (19,21), it lacks the distinct regimes of slow
and fast FRET transitions of HJxh

R. We therefore conclude
that these distinct regimes likely reflect iso-I↔iso-II isomer
exchange after migration to different branch positions (Fig-
ure 1F). These rates were calculated as overall rate constants
and do not reflect transitions at specific branch positions.
Similar evidence for branch migration was observed previ-
ously for another HJ with central homology, albeit without

cleavable cognate sequence (21,37). We hypothesized that
the ability of the cognate sequence to migrate to the junc-
tion may allow RuvC to position itself in ways that enable
cleavage.

Specific conditions allow decoupling of HJ conformational
dynamics from cleavage

Next, we tested the HJxh
R cleavage activity of RuvC upon

incubation for 1 h at 37◦C in standard cleavage buffer (20
mM Tris–HCl, pH-8, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1mM
DTT, 0.1mg/ml BSA, 10 mM MgCl2) by monitoring the
appearance of the shortened Cy5 labeled cleavage prod-
uct using denaturing gel electrophoresis (Figure 2A). Under
these conditions, increasing the RuvC concentration yielded
an isotherm with a half-saturation value K1/2 of ∼66 nM
RuvC monomer (Supplementary Figure S6). Using TIRF
microscopy to reach single molecule sensitivity, we instead
monitored the disappearance of no longer surface-coupled
Cy3-labeled product spots (Figure 2B), confirming that
RuvC resolves single HJxh

R molecules at 37◦C in standard
cleavage buffer. As a measure of how many HJs remained
uncleaved under our imaging conditions, we calculated and
compared the ratios of the number of colocalized Cy3/Cy5
spots and the number of all Cy5 spots at time zero and af-
ter the cleavage reaction. The change was normalized by the
initial ratio to compensate for slide-to-slide variability (Ma-
terials and Methods). While in the presence of RuvC we ob-
served ∼40% cleavage, in control measurements without the
enzyme we saw no loss of surface-coupled HJxh

R (Figure
2B). At a saturating concentration of 400 nM RuvC (cho-
sen to be >5-fold the K1/2), the cleavage rate constant ob-
served upon addition of RuvC was measured as 1.58 × 10–3

s–1, consistent with previous studies (22), while the maximal
cleavage fraction was ∼36%. When Mg2+ was replaced with
Ca2+ under otherwise identical conditions, we observed al-
most no cleavage (<1%) in our bulk assays (Figure 2C).
However, RuvC binding remains similar under these condi-
tions (Supplementary Figure S7). Reactions performed at
room temperature (20◦C) and/or in the presence of only 5
mM Mg2+ also showed significantly reduced cleavage (Fig-
ure 2C), as expected (41). Such decreases in both rate and
saturation level when using a sub-optimal reaction temper-
ature for an enzyme is quite typical and is often exploited
when crystallizing thermophilic enzymes.

These observations provide an opportunity to decouple
the impact of RuvC on HJxh

R conformational dynamics
from its cleavage of the HJ, by choosing smFRET condi-
tions of 20◦C in 5 mM Mg2+ where cleavage is ∼35-fold less
efficient than at the optimal 37◦C in 10 mM Mg2+ (Figure
2C). That is, while our cleavage assays confirm that HJxh

R

is properly resolved by RuvC, our decoupled smFRET con-
ditions provide us with an opportunity to characterize the
HJ’s conformational dynamics involved in the resolution
without interference by cleavage.

RuvC stabilizes an open conformation specifically in HJxh
R

with Mg2+ present

Using our decoupled smFRET conditions in the presence
of saturating (400 nM) RuvC, we observed that the dynamic
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exchange between iso-I and iso-II for HJxh
R becomes more

complex (compare Figure 3A and B); in particular, a new
mid-FRET state appears (EFRET = 0.4 ± 0.1) that lies be-
tween the high-FRET iso-I (EFRET = 0.64 ± 0.13) and the
low-FRET iso-II (EFRET = 0.17 ± 0.1). This state is sim-
ilar to the planar open conformation of the HJ in the ab-
sence of divalent metal ions (EFRET = 0.37±0.12; Supple-
mentary Figure S8) (15,21). We henceforth term this new
state the RuvC-induced ‘open’, or Op, conformation. Upon
replacing Mg2+ with Ca2+, this Op state disappears, leaving
only iso-I (EFRET = 0.68 ± 0.09) and iso-II (EFRET = 0.15
± 0.08; Figure 3C, D), suggesting that Mg2+ plays a spe-
cific role in stabilizing the Op state in the presence of RuvC.
To ask whether the Op state is related to HJ cleavage, we
tested for it in the non-cleavable HJ7

nR as well as in another
well-studied HJ termed HJ3

nR (see Supplementary Table S1
for DNA sequences). Notably, under decoupled smFRET
conditions we do not observe the Op state for HJ7

nR that
does not have a cognate cleavage sequence (Supplemen-
tary Figure S9). However, we expect RuvC binding to re-
main unimpaired under these conditions since we found it
to bind to similar HJs even at low (1 mM) Ca2+ concen-
tration (tested for HJxh

R, Supplementary Figure S7). The
finding that Op is observed only in the presence of RuvC,
Mg2+ and the cleavable cognate sequences (as present only
in HJxh

R), all of which are required for cleavage, suggests
that this state is relevant for HJ resolution. In fact, visual
inspection revealed that ∼40% of smFRET trajectories for
HJxh

R visit Op, while the remainder continues to show two-
state behavior only, most likely due to a lack of cleavage ac-
tive RuvC binding (22). Notably, a very similar fraction of
HJ molecules (∼37%) are cleaved under optimal conditions
(Figure 2C). This correlation supports the notion that most
RuvC-bound HJ molecules accessing the Op state under de-
coupled smFRET conditions are cleavage-enabled and are
the ones resolved under optimal cleavage conditions.

RuvC-HJxh
R complexes stabilize a catalytically competent,

migration-arrested conformation

The stabilization of the Op state observed only for a HJ
with the cleavable cognate sequence in the presence of both
RuvC and Mg2+ led us to hypothesize that this state is asso-
ciated with the catalytically competent RuvC-HJ complex.
In fact, we observed that a large majority (∼78%) of the
HJxh

R molecules that visit the Op state do so as a transitory
step into another dynamic state (Supplementary Figure
S17). This finding strongly suggests that the Op state serves
as a (near-)obligatory intermediate between two extreme
FRET states (i.e. between iso-I and iso-II), as previously
observed for protein-free, migration-active HJs (37). For a
deeper probing of the dynamic features associated with this
RuvC-induced conformation, we subjected N = 673 Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) idealized smFRET traces from our
four experimental HJxh

R conditions to model-independent
hierarchical Single Molecule Cluster Analysis (SiMCAn
(35,36); Figure 3A–D): 5 mM Mg2+, 5 mM Mg2+ plus 400
nM RuvC, 5 mM Ca2+, and 5 mM Ca2+ plus 400 nM
RuvC. Using a hierarchical cluster tree, we grouped traces
with similar FRET states and kinetics into four clusters.
We observed that 43% of the traces from the Mg2+/RuvC

condition show distinct dynamic features, suggesting that
they represent the ∼40% RuvC-bound, cleavage-enabled
molecules; we, therefore, termed this cluster ‘R’. By con-
trast, the remaining clusters, termed S1, S2, and S3, domi-
nate in the absence of RuvC and/or presence of Ca2+ (Fig-
ure 3E, F; Supplementary Figure S10). Consistent with
previous reports on the exchange of HJs between the iso-
I↔iso-II conformers in the absence of resolvase (42), these
latter clusters exhibit only minor differences in their FRET
values and kinetic behaviors and therefore appear to repre-
sent HJxh

R conformational fluctuations, possibly at differ-
ent branch migration positions, but without RuvC bound.

Notably, a full 84% of all traces in the R-cluster arise from
the Mg2+/RuvC condition, further supporting a unique be-
havior associated with Mg2+ and RuvC bound HJxh

R that
we identified as cleavage-enabled. The remaining 16% of
traces arise from other experimental conditions (5%, 3%
and 8% from 5 mM Mg2+; from 5 mM Ca2+ only; and from
5 mM Ca2+ plus 400 nM RuvC, respectively). We expect that
noise and photobleaching in the smFRET trajectories will
contribute to the cross-contaminating inclusion of the 16%
trajectories from non-Mg2+/RuvC conditions. Consistent
with the notion of unique behavior, the FRET probabil-
ity distribution of R-cluster traces populates the three con-
formations iso-I (high-FRET), Op (mid-FRET) and iso-
II (low-FRET), with enrichment of Op from 23% to 50%
unique to the Mg2+/RuvC condition (compare Figure 3H
and B, and Supplementary Figure S10c, d). The existence
of FRET efficiency values corresponding to iso-I and iso-II
in these traces suggests that both conformers can be bound
by RuvC in a sequence and isoform-independent manner,
and with relatively unperturbed interconversion dynamics,
consistent with prior observations of the PD complex of
RuvC (21). However, the PD complex of HJ7

nR without the
cognate cleavage sequence is typically longer-lived (21) (∼5
s, Supplementary Figure S11) compared to the very tran-
siently visited (average 0.65 sec, i.e. t1/2 ∼ 1.12 s) PD com-
plex observed here with the cleavable HJxh

R (Supplemen-
tary Figure S12).

A FRET histogram constructed only from the R clus-
ter traces, representing the RuvC bound molecules, is
best fitted with three Gaussian peaks that are consistent
with the iso-IR (EFRET = 0.67 ± 0.12), Op (EFRET =
0.41 ± 0.12) and iso-IIR (EFRET = 0.15 ± 0.09) pop-
ulation (Figure 3G). The transition occupancy density
plot (TODP; Figure 3H, Supplementary Figure S10e)
generated from over 900 transitions of RuvC-bound R-
cluster traces revealed three rapid, reversible conforma-
tional transitions: iso-IIR↔iso-IR (low↔high-FRET; 21%),
iso-IIR↔OpR (low↔mid-FRET; 57%), and iso-IR↔OpR
(high↔mid-FRET; 22%), indicating three distinct pairwise
transition behaviors across all molecules. Among individ-
ual molecules featuring the cleavage-enabled Op state, we
observed three different classes of traces (Figure 3I). About
45% traces show only pairwise iso-IIR↔OpR dynamics,
while 10% traces exhibit all three pairwise transitions, in-
dicative of adoption of the PD complex. Interestingly, the
remaining 35% traces show a slow interconversion from one
to the other dynamic behavior, mainly from iso-IR↔OpR
↔iso-IIR toward iso-IIR↔OpR (‘mixed-traces’; Figure 3I,
Supplementary Figure S13).
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Figure 3. Single molecule cluster analysis (SiMCAn) of smFRET trajectories reveals dynamic behaviors unique to the cleavage-competent RuvC-HJ
complex. FRET probability distributions of (A) 5 mM Mg2+ without RuvC, (B) 5 mM Mg2+ plus 400 nM RuvC (C) 5 mM Ca2+ without RuvC, and (D)
5 mM Ca2+ plus 400 nM RuvC. Multi-peak Gaussian functions are used to fit each histogram. N indicates the number of molecules used to generate the
histogram. Associated structural cartoons depict the conformational states corresponding to each FRET population. (E) Summary of SiMCAn results,
showing bar graphs with occupancy of the four clusters found in four experimental conditions. Clusters S1, S2 and S3 are distributed over all different
conditions. By contrast, the R-cluster is predominantly found in the 5 mM Mg2+ plus 400 nM RuvC condition, indicating that the R-cluster is associated
with the RuvC- HJxh

R complex. (F) Bar graph showing the fraction of molecules from of each experimental condition contributing to the four clusters.
More than 80% of the molecules in the R-cluster belong to the condition where both Mg2+ and RuvC are present. (G) FRET efficiency histogram calculated
from the traces belonging to the R-cluster, shown with multi-peak Gaussian fits. Associated cartoons represent different RuvC-HJ complex conformations
corresponding to different FRET states. (H) Transition Occupancy Density Plots (TODPs) from R-cluster traces showing the fraction of HJs that undergo
conformational transitions from a given initial FRET state to a specific final FRET. Three main sets of bidirectional transitions are observed, representing
iso-IIR ↔ OpR, iso-IR ↔ iso-IIR, and iso-IR ↔ OpR behavior, respectively. (I) Representative fluorescence intensity trace of Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red)
fluorophore, FRET efficiency (blue) and HMM fitting (magenta) from the 5 mM Mg2+plus 400 nM RuvC condition (top panel). Three additional FRET
efficiency traces show different types of behaviors under the same conditions (bottom panel), with percentages delineating the fractions of traces displaying
such behavior. Associated cartoons represent most likely conformations corresponding to each FRET value. The orange background represents iso-IR ↔
OpR behavior and the blue background represents iso-IIR ↔ OpR behavior. Sudden visits to non-prevalent FRET states, assigned as RuvC’s PD complex
(marked by black arrows) and conformer exchange at a different branchpoint position (marked by gray background), are observed in the iso-IR ↔ OpR
behavior and absent from the iso-IIR ↔ OpR behavior.

To probe the mechanism of the iso-IR↔OpR↔iso-IIR to
iso-IIR↔OpR interconversion in these mixed traces, we seg-
mented them into early and late phases relative to the time
of switching from the iso-IR↔OpR↔iso-IIR dynamics to
the pairwise iso-IIR↔OpR dynamics. Visual inspection re-
vealed that the conformational dynamics in the two phases
are quite different; while the early phase shows complex
multistate dynamics, the late phase dynamics are compa-
rably homogeneous with only two states. To further char-
acterize these behaviors, we plotted separate FRET effi-
ciency histograms for the two phases. We found that the
early phase indeed shows three different FRET peaks, rep-
resenting iso-IR (EFRET =0.64), OpR (EFRET = 0.42), and
iso-IIR (EFRET = 0.17; Figure 4A). In contrast, the late
phase only displays two FRET peaks, representing OpR
(EFRET = 0.42) and iso-IIR (EFRET = 0.14; Figure 4B).
These observations lead to the hypothesis that access to the

iso-IR state of the early phase becomes blocked in the late
phase.

To further test this hypothesis, we performed a second
layer of SiMCAn. Based on differences in their FRET states
and transition dynamics the early and the late trace seg-
ments become grouped into four distinct clusters, Cl-1 and
Cl-2 for the early phases and Cl-3 and Cl-4 for the late
phases (Supplementary Figure S14a and S14b). The only
differences between Cl-1 and Cl-2 on the one hand and Cl-
3 and Cl-4 on the other are slight variations in FRET val-
ues, as would be caused by different HJxh

R branch posi-
tions or minor experimental variations. To understand the
dynamics of the corresponding phases, we constructed sep-
arate TODPs for all Cl-1/Cl-2 trace segments and sepa-
rately for all Cl-3/Cl-4 segments. The early-phase Cl-1/Cl-
2 TODP exhibits iso-IR↔OpR↔iso-IIR transition behavior.
That is, the population below the diagonal line in Figure 4C
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Figure 4. Analysis of the dynamic smFRET traces reveal transitions from the catalytically incompetent RuvC-HJ complex to the cleavage-competent
complex. (A) Single molecule FRET efficiency histogram of the early phase of the transition traces. (B) Single molecule FRET efficiency histogram of the
late phase of the transition traces. (C) TODP calculated from the early phases of the traces (red/yellow) show only iso-IR ↔ OpR ↔ iso-IIR behavior. (D)
segments from the later phases of the traces (cyan/blue) show iso-IIR ↔ OpR behavior. (E) The early and late phases of the mixed R-cluster traces were
classified into four clusters (annotated in red, yellow, cyan and blue) using SiMCAn. The early phases, representing iso-IR ↔ OpR ↔ iso-IIR behavior, and
the late phases, representing iso-IIR ↔ OpR behavior, belongs to different clusters (Supplementary Figure S14). Upon reconstitution of their early and late
phases with their clusters annotated, a clear propensity becomes evident for individual traces to converge over time onto the iso-IIR ↔ OpR behavior. (F)
The Fano factor was calculated across various time intervals for the iso-IR ↔ OpR ↔ iso-IIR behavior (solid red square), iso-IIR ↔ OpR behavior (solid
blue circle) and simulated Poisson data same in length and number of traces for the same behaviors (open red square, open blue circle) respectively. The
dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence level of the data. The early phase iso-IR ↔ OpR ↔ iso-IIR behavior Fano factor values deviate from 1, indicating
a non-random underlying distribution, while the late phase iso-II-loaded iso-IIR ↔ OpR behavior Fano factor data remain close to 1, indicating a Poisson
distribution.
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transitions from an initial EFRET = ∼0.65 to a final EFRET
= ∼0.4, whereas the population above the diagonal does
the opposite. This pair of populations – symmetric rela-
tive to the diagonal––represent reversible conformational
transitions between the two FRET states of iso-I (EFRET =
∼0.65) and Op (EFRET = ∼0.4), with occasional excursions
into iso-IIR (EFRET = 0.14). By contrast, as expected from
Figure 4B the late-phase Cl-3/Cl-4 TODP displays almost
exclusively OpR↔iso-IIR transition behavior between low-
FRET (iso-IIR EFRET = ∼0.15) and mid-FRET (OpR EFRET
= ∼0.4), respectively (Figure 4D). A rastergram summa-
rizing the early and late phases for all molecules shows
a strong propensity (>90% probability) to start from iso-
IR↔OpR↔iso-IIR behavior (as grouped in Cl-1/Cl-2) and
to end with iso-IIR↔OpR behavior (as grouped in Cl-3/Cl-
4; Figure 4E). Consistent with this time dependent progres-
sion, we observed an increase from 20% to 32% in the num-
ber of traces exhibiting such iso-IR↔OpR↔iso-IIR to iso-
IIR↔OpR interconversion when observing successive fields
of view over a 60 min time window (Supplementary Fig-
ure S14b). Such a progressive, seemingly irreversible change
from iso-IR↔OpR↔iso-IIR to iso-IIR↔OpR behavior signi-
fies a structural rearrangement of the HJ-RuvC complex,
accompanied by stabilization of the catalytically compe-
tent (iso-IIR) conformation at the occlusion of the cleavage-
incompetent iso-IR, as will be required for RuvC mediated
cleavage of HJxh

R.
A detailed Fano-factor analysis further supports this

conformational switch model. Generally, a Fano factor de-
termines the variability in number of pairwise transitions
relative to its mean; values >1 indicate non-Poisson behav-
ior while a value of 1 represents a random Poisson pro-
cess (33,34). Significantly, we found that the Fano factor
of the early phase is >1, whereas the Fano factor of the
late phase remains around the Poissonian 1 (more precisely,
within 95% confidence level of a Fano factor of 1) over ar-
bitrarily chosen observation windows (Figure 4F). A non-
Poisson Fano factor of >1 was also found for the dynamics
of HJxh

R in the absence of RuvC, where different branch
points can be freely visited over time (Supplementary Fig-
ure S15), forming a nonrandom behavior. Although the
variation in the Fano-factor calculated from the late-phase
dynamics is slightly greater than expected from simulated
Poisson behavior, this variation is well within experimen-
tal error, as indicated by the two horizontal lines repre-
senting the 95% confidence level of the data, and consis-
tent with previously published work (43). By contrast, the
early-phase data are clearly distinct from the late phase data
since their Fano-factor varies >95% confidence line would
allow. Thus, only the early phase shows co-existence of con-
former isomerization and branch migration. Complemen-
tarily, cross-correlation analysis of the donor and acceptor
intensities indicates slower kinetics in the late phase than in
the early phase (Supplementary Figure S16).

Taken together, our observations corroborate the notion
that, once RuvC has reached the consensus sequence of
HJxh

R through branch migration, the complex converts to
the late phase by blocking further branch migration, sup-
pressing access to the cleavage-incompetent iso-IR state, and
adopting more stable contacts with the consensus sequence
in the enzyme active site. That is, whereas the early phase

still allows for PD-complex mediated conformer exchange
while exploring different branch points, the late phase locks
the HJ-RuvC complex into more limited conformational
dynamics with stronger protein-DNA interactions as a pre-
lude to cleavage.

DISCUSSION

Homologous recombination plays a critical role in main-
taining a cell’s balance between genetic stability and diver-
sity, requiring a highly controlled pathway of low error rate
(44). As such, the site-specific cleavage of two of the four
DNA strands of a HJ by the bacterial resolvase RuvC needs
to be a relatively rare, but precise event. The recent work
by Zhou et al. focused on the protein binding kinetics and
multivalent binding capacity of RuvC, which enables it to
partially dissociate from a non-cleavable HJ to allow the
intrinsic HJ conformational dynamics to continue. Specific
constraints, in particular the use of Ca2+ instead of Mg2+

(the latter a strict requirement for RuvC mediated cleavage)
and the absence of a cognate cleavage sequence, were put in
place to focus on the multivalent binding nature of RuvC
and resulting HJ dynamics only. How the HJ-RuvC com-
plex advances to cleavage upon recognition of a cleavable
sequence therefore remained unanswered. Our understand-
ing of the highly sequence selective cleavage of HJs by E.
coli RuvC is held back by the lack of a crystal structure of
the complex (i.e. E. coli RuvC-HJxh

R), leaving many ques-
tions open. Here we use smFRET analysis of a variety of
substrates and conditions together with cluster analysis to
derive a model for how such precision is achieved (Figure 5).
Applying two layers of the established model-independent
cluster analysis method SiMCAn (35,36) helped to decou-
ple the dynamics of HJ-only molecules from those of HJ-
RuvC complexes without the risk of expectation bias, espe-
cially when the trajectories are complex. We observe that the
binding of RuvC is HJ isoform independent (and thus inde-
pendent of the positioning of the cognate sequence) while
still supporting the intrinsic isomerization dynamics of both
cleavable and non-cleavable HJs via partial dissociation of
the protein (PD complex), consistent with the recent report
by Zhou et al. (21). Beyond, we discover that RuvC in fact
takes advantage of the intrinsic dynamics of the cleavable
HJ to scan for and then kinetically trap the catalytically
active conformation through a ‘snap-lock’ conformational
switch. After this switch, the loosely associated PD complex
is no longer visited so that slower conformer isomerization
kinetics ensue, consistent with stabilization of the RuvC-HJ
complex upon accommodation of the cleavable cognate se-
quences in the dimeric resolvase active sites (Figure 5).

Global and local conformational dynamics leading to al-
losteric communication within a structure represent a gen-
eral mechanism adopted by enzymes to control their sub-
strate specificity. Indeed, our model of rapid substrate scan-
ning via a loosely associated complex, followed by stabiliza-
tion of a snap-locked conformation once a recognized se-
quence is accommodated in the enzyme active site (Figure
5) is strikingly consistent with the mode of action of other
DNA-modifying proteins, including DNA repair enzymes
(45) and endonucleases such as CRISPR-Cas9 (46). For ex-
ample, an increased population of the cleavage-competent
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Figure 5. Proposed model for RuvC-mediated scanning and site-specific cleavage. When RuvC binds to the HJ, it fluctuates between a loosely bound
PD complex that allows the HJ junction to maintain its dynamic iso-IR↔iso-IIR exchange and the more tightly bound, shallow-angle OpR state. Branch
migration can occur at this stage, allowing RuvC to scan for the cleavable cognate sequence. Once a cognate sequence is found, the OpR state undergoes a
interconversion, wherein each cleavage site is snap-locked by a stacking amino acid, disallowing branch migration and adoption of the PD complex and
iso-IR conformation.

state is observed when the interaction of Cas9 and DNA
is stabilized in the presence of perfect match (47). Such a
search mechanism affords high fidelity at low energetic cost
and has been referred to as conformational proofreading
(48–50); the resulting kinetic trap is resolved upon Mg2+-
assisted substrate cleavage and dissociation of the resolvase
from the disentangled products.

Inspection of the available crystal structures of RuvC-HJ
complexes provides further mechanistic underpinnings for
our model. The DNA binding cleft in the RuvC monomer,
the surface of which is covered by basic residues, is found
to be ∼20–25 Å wide and 20 Å deep and thus sufficiently
large to accommodate a DNA duplex (13). In the active
dimer, the catalytic centers are reported to be ∼ 30 Å apart
(13). More than twelve amino acids from each monomer of
RuvC form redundant contacts with the HJ (11), allowing
the resolvase to break some interactions in the loosely as-
sociated PD complex while the HJ undergoes unimpeded
transitions between iso-I and iso-II as well as branch mi-
gration (Figure 5) (21). The catalytic center of E. coli RuvC
is constituted of four acidic residues Asp7, Asp66, Asp138
and Asp141 (7), located at the bottom of the cleft whose
surface is covered by multiple basic residues (13). Previ-
ous studies have shown that these acidic and basic residues
play critical roles in forming the catalytically active com-
plex (51). Additionally, it has been posited that the aromatic
ring of Phe69 in E. coli RuvC forms a stacking interaction
with a nucleotide base (52), thereby offering a plausible ba-
sis for the snap-locking conformational switch en route to
site-specific catalysis our studies reveal, since such stacking
would plausibly halt branch migration (Figure 5). Accord-
ingly, the mutation of Phe69 has been reported to lead to
the loss of repair activity by RuvC (13). A recent report used
molecular dynamics simulations based on crystal structures
of a thermostable Thermus thermophilus (Tt) RuvC to pro-

pose that cognate sequence recognition leads to an induced
fit wherein Arg76 disrupts the scissile A–T base pair, expos-
ing the thymine residue to the active site for catalysis (25).
Consistent with our model in Figure 5, the authors observed
protein-assisted base flipping in a resolvable HJ with con-
sensus sequence but not in an unresolvable HJ (25). A simi-
lar mechanism of protein-assisted scissile base flipping was
also reported for plant resolvases (53). A sequence align-
ment of E. coli and Tt RuvC reveals that residue Lys72,
which is one of eight basic residues in the cleft, may play
a similar role in E. coli RuvC as Arg76 in Tt (11).

Conversely, a lack of an available cleavable cognate se-
quence for one RuvC monomer is known to disrupt the
favorable positioning of the consensus sequence in the ac-
tive site of the other RuvC monomer, suggesting that non-
cleavable junction sequences may generally form fewer spe-
cific contacts (54). In further support of this notion, we find
that the highly dynamic PD complex of the non-cleavable
HJ7

nR persists while that of the cleavable HJxh
R is lost upon

site-specific recognition and snap-locking into the slower
late-phase iso-IIR↔OpR only transitions.

In conclusion, our findings provide a mechanistic picture
underscoring the importance of conformational and branch
migration dynamics in HJ resolution. RuvC achieves accu-
rate HJ resolution as a key step in homologous recombi-
nation by conformational proofreading, where it first ex-
ploits dynamics intrinsic to an HJ to find a cognate se-
quence, and then constrains (snap-locks) the dynamics to
achieve site-specific cleavage. Our findings thus may inspire
further studies using site-specific mutation of the active site
of RuvC and computational investigation to determine spe-
cific residues responsible for the snap-locking mechanism.
This mechanism of RuvC may also open exciting avenues
toward antimicrobial therapies (55,56) since sequence selec-
tivity distinguishes RuvC from many eukaryotic and mam-
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malian HJ resolvases (57–61). Additionally, we anticipate
that our quantitative cluster analysis will serve as a power-
ful tool to unravel the differentiating mechanisms of other
DNA binding and processing enzymes that employ confor-
mational proofreading to achieve functional fidelity.
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Supplementary Table S1: List of the DNA oligonucleotides used to assemble our HJs. 

Construct Name Sequence 

HJxhR-b 5’-Cy3-GGCGGAAGCAATCGCGCCG-3’ 

HJxhR-h 5’-CGGCGCGATTGGAGGGGTGG-3’ 

HJxhR-r 5’-Biotin-CCACCCCTCCAATCACCCGG-3’ 

HJxhR-x 5’-Cy5-CCGGGTGATTGCTTCCCGCC-3’ 

HJ7nR-b 5’- CCTCCCTAGCAAGCCGCTGCTACGG -3’ 

HJ7nR -h 5’- Cy3-CCGTAGCAGCGCGAGCGGTGGG -3’ 

HJ7nR -r 5’- Biotin-CCCACCGCTCGGCTCAACTGGG -3’ 

HJ7nR -x 5’- CCCAGTTGAGCGCTTGCTAGGG-Cy5 -3’ 

HJ3nR -b 5’-Cy5-CCTAGCAAGGGGCTGCTACG-3’ 

HJ3nR -h 5’- CGTAGCAGCCTGAGCGGTGG -3’ 

HJ3nR -r 5’-Biotin-CCACCGCTCAACTCAACTGG -3’ 

HJ3nR -x 5’- Cy3-CCAGTTGAGTCCTTGCTAGG -3’ 

 

  



Supplementary Table S2: List of FRET efficiency values, corresponding population percentage, 

and transition rates for all experiments. 

HJ 

Name 

Experimental 

conditions 

EFRET value 

(fraction) of iso-I 

EFRET value 

(fraction) of Op 

EFRET value 

(fraction) of iso-II 

kIII (s-1) kIII (s-1) 

HJxhR 5 mM Mg2+ 0.65±0.12 (60%) -- 0.21±0.11 (40%) 2.8±0.3 4.0±0.4 

HJxhR 10 mM Mg2+ 0.67±0.11 (59%) -- 0.15±0.08 (41%) 1.7±0.1 2.3±0.3 

HJxhR 25 mM Mg2+ 0.71±0.11 (57%) -- 0.15±0.09 (42%) 1.2±0.2 1.4±0.4 

HJxhR 5 mM Mg2+, 

400 nM RuvC  

0.64±0.13 (44%) 0.40±0.1 (24%) 0.17±0.10 (32%)   

 

HJxhR 5 mM Mg2+, 

400 nM RuvC 

(R-cluster 

traces) 

0.67±0.11 (22%) 0.41±0.1 (50%) 0.15±0.10 (28%) kOpII (s1) 

kIIOp (s1) 

kOpI (s-1) 

kIOp (s-1) 

kIII (s-1) 

kIII (s-1) 

2.5 

3.7 

3.7 

2.8 

3.4 

4.0 

HJxhR 5 mM Ca2+ 0.65±0.11 (59%) -- 0.14±0.10 (41%) 3.1±0.4 

 

4.3±0.7 

HJxhR 5 mM Ca2+, 

400 nM RuvC 

0.68±0.09 (59%) -- 0.15±0.08 (41%) 2.9±0.3 2.3±0.2 

HJ3nR 5 mM Mg2+ 0.50±0.12 (20%) -- 0.22±0.13 (80%)    --    -- 

HJ3nR 10 mM Mg2+ 0.55±0.19 (33%) -- 0.17±0.10 (67%) 14.3± 5.9± 

HJ3nR 25 mM Mg2+ 0.62±0.20 (35%) -- 0.17±0.12 (65%) 12.5± 5.6± 

  



Supplementary Table S3: Summary of complex formation simulation using the software package 

NUPACK (http://www.nupack.org/). 

Strands used Concentration Conditions Complexes formed ( expected 

concentration) 

B, X, H, R 2 µM, 2 µM, 1 µM, 1 

µM 

500 mM 

Na+, 25°C. 

Complete HJ (0.89 µM), B-X (1 µM), H-R 

(0.02 µM), B (0.005 µM), X (0.005 µM), H 

(1x10-06 µM), R (0.5x10-06 µM), R-X-B  

(0.1x10-06 µM) 

B, X, H, R 2 µM, 2 µM, 2 µM, 2 

µM 

500 mM 

Na+, 25°C. 

Complete HJ (1.8 µM), B-X (0.2 µM), H-R (0.2 

µM), B (0.002 µM), X (0.002 µM), H (3x10-06 

µM), R (2x10-06 µM), R-X-B  (3x10-09 µM) 

B, X, R 2 µM, 2 µM, 2 µM 500 mM 

Na+, 25°C. 

B-X (1.8 µM), R (1.8 µM), B (0.2 µM), R-X (0.2 

µM), R-X-B  (0.03 µM) 

 

 

  



Supplementary Figures 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S1 | RuvC mediated Holliday Junction (HJ) resolution. a Schematic of the 

pathway in E. coli homologous recombination (HR). Formation and resolution of a Holliday junction (HJ) 

are highlighted; arrows indicate possible cleavage events. b Structure of RuvC in complex with Holliday 

junction substrate (adapted from PDB ID-4LD0, Gorecka et. al.(1)).  

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure S2 | Steady-state equilibrium of doubly labeled HJxh
R Holliday junction in 

the presence of Mg2+ ions. a Representative smFRET traces of conformational dynamics of HJxhR in the 

presence of 5 mM (upper panel), 10 mM (middle panel) and 25 mM (lower panel) Mg2+. Green, Cy3 

intensity; red, Cy5 intensity; blue, FRET efficiency; pink, HMM (Hidden Markov Model) idealization. b 

FRET efficiency histogram generated from the FRET efficiency traces at 5 mM (upper panel), 10 mM 

(middle panel) and 25 mM (lower panel) Mg2+ and fitted with a multi-peak Gaussian function. c Transition 

Occupancy Density Plots (TODPs) showing the fraction of HJs that undergo conformational transitions 

from a given initial FRET state to a given final FRET state at 5 mM (upper panel), 10 mM (middle panel) 

and 25 mM (lower panel) Mg2+. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure S3 | Steady-state equilibrium of dual labeled HJ3 Holliday junction in the 

presence of Mg2+ ions. a Representative smFRET traces of conformational dynamics of HJ3 in the 

presence of 5 mM (upper panel), 10 mM (middle panel) and 25 mM (lower panel) Mg2+. Green, Cy3 

intensity; red, Cy5 intensity; blue, FRET efficiency; pink, HMM (Hidden Markov Model) idealization. b 

FRET efficiency histogram generated from the FRET efficiency traces at 5 mM (upper panel), 10 mM 

(middle panel) and 25 mM (lower panel) Mg2+ and fitted with a multi-peak Gaussian function. c TODPs 

showing the fraction of HJs that undergo conformational transitions from a given initial FRET state to a 

given final FRET state at 5 mM (upper panel), 10 mM (middle panel) and 25 mM (lower panel) Mg2+. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Figure S4 | Steady-state equilibrium of dual labeled HJxh
R Holliday junction in the 

presence of Ca2+ ions. a,b FRET efficiency histogram generated from the FRET efficiency traces and 

fitted with a multi-peak Gaussian function in a 5 mM Ca2+ and b 5 mM Ca2+ and 400 nM RuvC. c,d TODP 

showing the fraction of HJs that undergo conformational transitions from a given initial FRET state to a 

given final FRET state in c 5 mM Ca2+ and d 5 mM Ca2+ and 400 nM RuvC. e Cumulative transition time 

curves for conformational dynamics of HJxhR in 5 mM Ca2+; to the iso-I → iso-II transition, both single (dark 

green, adjusted R-square value: 0.988) and double (light green, adjusted R-square value: 0.999) 

exponential functions were fit, with the similar adjusted R-squared values suggesting that the single 

exponential value is reasonable to use.  f Cumulative transition time curves for conformational dynamics 

of HJxhR in 5 mM Ca2+ and 400 nM RuvC. g,h Representative single molecule traces in g 5 mM Ca2+ and 

h 5 mM Ca2+ and 400 nM RuvC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure S5 | Cumulative dwell time plots and respective single exponential fits to 

extract the indicated conformational exchange rate constants for (a) HJxh
R and (b) HJ7

nR. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Figure S6 | RuvC mediated cleavage assay for HJxh
R. a Denaturing Gels of RuvC 

mediated cleavage under different experimental conditions. The top band represents the uncleaved 

fraction whereas the lower band represents the cleaved fractions. b Camera images of single HJ 

molecules showing donor (green) and acceptor (red) channels before and after HJ resolution. The 

number of green molecules decreases significantly with cleavage. c Quantitative analysis of the RuvC 

mediated cleavage isotherm of HJs in the presence of 10 mM Mg2+ at 37 °C. RuvC was titrated (0 nM, 50 

nM, 100 nM, 400 nM and 1000 nM) and the cleavage fraction calculated as the ratio of band intensity of 

the cleaved and uncleaved fractions (black squares). The data were fitted with a Michaelis-Menten 

equation (red line) to find a RuvC1/2 of 66 nM. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure S7 | Native gel-based assay to study intact HJ formation and HJ-RuvC 

complex formation. a Assay of RuvC binding to HJxhR under different buffer incubation conditions. The 

numbers on each lane represents percentage of HJs that are bound by RuvC. b Intact HJxhR and different 

smaller fragments formation during the annealing process. Numbers in the parenthesis represents 

fraction of each complex. The gels were run at 12 W power at 4 oC in 1x TAE buffer (with a 1x gel loading 

buffer of 20% Glycerol, 0.005% (w/v) Bromophenol Blue, and the specified amount of salt in 1X TAE 

buffer). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Figure S8 | smFRET histogram of HJxh
R in the absence of any divalent counter 

ions, representative of the Op state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Figure S9 | smFRET histogram for the HJ7
nR construct in the presence of 5mM 

Mg2+ and 400 nM RuvC. No significant Op state is found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure S10 | Single Molecule Cluster Analysis (SiMCAn) identifies classes of 

dynamic behaviors under different reaction conditions. a Dendrogram of dynamic traces resulting 

from hierarchical clustering analysis to identify patterns of trace behavior from 673 total molecules 

included in the analysis for HJxhR. The dashed line indicates the threshold of 4 clusters used to describe 

the data. Dynamic clusters were assigned labels loosely based on the predominant properties of the 

cluster: S1 (red), S2 (cyan), S3 (green) represents buffer-only behavior and R (purple) represents RuvC-

HJ complex behavior. b Occupancy heat maps for traces in each of the dynamic clusters shown in a. 

Each trace is represented by a single row in the heat map, and is colored according to the fraction of the 



total observation time spent in each of the 10 binned FRET states (Occupancy). N, number of single 

molecule traces in the cluster. c Binned FRET efficiency histogram of all different clusters. Cluster S1, S2 

and S3 mostly show two-state behavior, while cluster R shows the existence of multiple distinct states. d 

FRET efficiency histogram generated from the molecules belonging to each cluster. Multi-Gaussian fitting 

resulted in only two FRET peaks for cluster S1, S2 and S3 and three peaks for cluster R. e TODP 

generated from molecules belonging to different clusters. While S1, S2, S3 cluster molecules showed 

two-state kinetics, R-cluster molecules showed more distinct states. f. Each representation shows 

hundreds of seconds of several random (black) traces from each corresponding cluster. Clearly, S1, S2 

and S3 cluster traces differ only by their FRET values, while the R-cluster shows very distinct states and 

state dynamics. g. To calculate transition rate constants between distinguished states, all dwell times in a 

particular FRET state were extracted across trajectories contributing to that population in the TODP by 

pooling transition times from user specified regions (shown by square box boxes). Example of the 

resulting cumulative frequency plots are shown on the right for the red and the blue boxes. This analysis 

separates the dwell times of different pathways based on the specific initial and the final FRET states 

visited. 

 

 

 

  



 

Supplementary Figure S11 | PD traces for HJ7
nR. a FRET efficiency histogram of HJ7nR, with RuvC 

bound. RuvC was first bound at 1 mM Ca2+, followed by a buffer wash of 10 mM Ca2+. b smFRET time 

traces of RuvC-bound HJ7nR with different types of PD transitions, and bound B1 and B2 states. 

 

 

 

  



 

Supplementary Figure S12 | Duration of PD state analysisRelative frequency plot of the duration of 

PD state in the early phase. Single gaussian fit of the data provides an average time of 0.65 sec. 

  



 

Supplementary Figure S13 | Representative smFRET time traces of the R cluster. The green plot 

represents the donor intensity, red plot represents the acceptor intensity, the blue plot represents the 

FRET efficiency and the magenta represents HMM fitting of the smFRET data over time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Figure S14 | Second layer of clustering and time evolution of different transition 

behaviors. a Dendrogram of dynamic traces resulting from hierarchical clustering analysis to identify 

patterns of trace behavior from 57 total molecules included in the analysis. The dashed line indicates the 

threshold of 4 clusters used to describe the data. Dynamic clusters were assigned labels loosely based 

on the predominant properties of the cluster: Cl-1 (red), Cl-2 (yellow), Cl-3 (cyan) and Cl-4 (blue). b 

Summary of a second level of SiMCAn results, showing bar graphs with occupancy of the four clusters 

found in early and late phases of the transition traces. Clusters Cl1, Cl2 consists of the mostly early 

phases of the transition traces (orange bar), representative of the iso-IR↔OpR behavior while Cl-3 and Cl-

4 consists of mostly late phases of the traces (blue bar), representative of the iso-IIR↔OpR behavior. c 

Representative traces from each cluster. The trace closest to the cluster center (magenta), up to 250 s of 

random (black) traces from the cluster. Each red vertical line demarcates individual trajectories. d Time 

evolution of different nature of traces found in the R cluster. Traces with constant iso-IR↔OpR  (red 

square), constant iso-IIR↔OpR (blue circle), transition from iso-IR↔OpR  to iso-IIR↔OpR (green up triangle) 

and vice versa (purple down triangle) over time. 77% of molecules are in the late phase after an hour of 

incubation with RuvC in 5 mM Mg2+ where they are primed to be cleaved, whereas ~12% of molecules 

remain in the early phase and 10% molecules go back and forth between the early and late phases. 



 

Supplementary Figure S15 | Fano factor calculation for the HJxh
R and HJ7

nR Holliday junctions in 

the presence of 5 mM Mg2+ ions. The Fano factor was calculated across various time intervals for the 5 

mM Mg2+ dataset (solid squares). The Fano factor for a simulated dataset with the same overall rate 

constant, trace length and trace number, but derived from a purely Poisson distribution was also 

calculated and plotted (open squares). The dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals for a 

Poisson-like process with a specific number of trajectories. The Fano factor values for the 5 mM Mg2+ 

dataset deviate from 1, indicating an underlying non-random distribution with multiple repetitive 

processes, while the simulated Poisson data remain close to 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure S16 | Cross correlation analysis. a Normalized cross correlation as a function 

of time for early phase shows double-exponential behavior with two time constants of 0.1 s and 0.5 s. b 

Normalized cross correlation as a function of time for late phase shows double-exponential behavior with 

two time-constants of 0.1 s and 1.3 s.  

  



 

Supplementary Figure S17 | Percentage of molecules going through an Op state as an 

intermediate step to another dynamic state. Bar graphs showing the percentage of molecules 

displaying EFRET = 0.4 and EFRET = 0.2 as intermediate states before transitioning into another dynamic 

state.  The mid-FRET value of 0.4 (corresponding to the Op state) is observed in ~78% of molecules as a 

transitory state whereas only ~20% of molecules transition through EFRET = 0.2 into another dynamic 

state. This makes the Op state (EFRET = 0.4) a near-obligatory intermediate between two distinct FRET 

states (i.e., iso-I and iso-II). 
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